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Editorial

Dear Readers,
Albert Einstein’s theory of general relativity has changed our worldview more
than just about any other scientific discovery. And yet the long road to its
formulation was “a comedy of errors,” as one of his biographers once wrote.
Years later, in a lecture about how he came to his theory, Einstein expressed
this in deeply moving words: “But the years of anxious searching in the dark,
with their intense longing, their alternations of confidence and exhaustion,
and the final emergence into the light – only those who have experienced it
can understand that.”
But it’s not just geniuses like Einstein who go through such vicissitudes along
the way to realizing an idea successfully. The astrophysicist Mario Livio is
convinced that “blunders are not only inevitable; they are essential to innovative thinking.” In his essay for the current issue of CREDO, he argues in favor
of showing more courage to take risks in research and development.
We might imagine the field of information technology in Silicon Valley to be
especially progressive. But even here it’s necessary to encourage disadvantaged communities early on, while they’re still studying, because Blacks and
Latinos are still alarmingly underrepresented in the workforce. Our Portrait
is devoted to Laura Weidman Powers, who lives out her commitment to
greater ethnic diversity in information technology as the CEO of CODE2040.
The choreographer Brigitta Luisa Merki is also treading a courageous path.
Her field is flamenco, and she’s breathing new life into it by opening it up to
other styles of dance, music and art.
I hope that reading these varied articles is a source of inspiration!

H.S.H. Prince Philipp von und zu Liechtenstein
Chairman LGT
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A conversation on the streets of San Francisco: Laura Weidman
Powers (right), co-founder of CODE2040, together with
Alexandria Cattron, Technical Product Manager at CODE2040.
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Portrait | Laura Weidman Powers

Working at a stand-up desk: a small office, but big goals.

Inspiration is everything: sticky notes from Fellows.

Isn’t the IT business supposed to be progressive?

dress, and her long curly hair tumbles over her shoulders.

Ironically, in the high-tech paradise of Silicon Valley,

She fetches her drinks from the kitchen that CODE2040 uses

Black and Latino students often find doors closed to

together with the other tenants in their shared office space.

them. But Laura Weidman Powers, CEO of CODE2040,

If she wants to remain undisturbed, then she books one of

wants to change that. And she’s also forcing the big

the soundproofed glass cubicles that are just large enough to

players to change their tune.

accommodate a desk and two chairs.
“We’re getting too big for this office,” explains Weidman
Powers. “CODE2040 has developed far quicker than anyone

Laura Weidman Powers meets the most influential investors in

could have imagined.” It was just three years ago that the com-

the IT business over barbecues, she advises the US government

pany had nothing more than a name, a radically innovative

in matters of innovation and corporate strategy, and she gives

idea, and the two people behind it: Laura Weidman Powers and

conference speeches to thousands of senior executives from

her Stanford classmate Tristan Walker. It was in early 2012 that

Google, Facebook, Twitter and the like. But despite dealing

they decided they wanted to increase the number of Blacks

with the heavyweights in the business, Weidman Powers only

and Latinos who work in the IT business that dominates the

has a tiny workstation at CODE2040, the nonprofit organization

southern San Francisco Bay Area. Their goal was dramatic

she helped to found in San Francisco. It’s in a windowless room

change – to take Black and Latino representation from roughly

amidst the desks, potted plants, office lamps and flipcharts of

one percent at the moment to its actual national average,

her 14 employees. Hardly what you’d expect of someone aiming

namely 13 percent and 17 percent, respectively. They want to

to instigate fundamental change in Silicon Valley!

achieve this goal by the year 2040. According to the United
States Census Bureau, by that time the white population of the

“We haven’t got an open-door policy. We’ve got a no-door
policy!” says Weidman Powers, laughing. She’s wearing a denim
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US will be in the minority. “We have 25 more years. By then,
I hope we’ll be superfluous!” says Weidman Powers.

Getting a foot in the door

Program. It offers internships at top Silicon Valley companies to

Walker and Weidman Powers based their organization’s mission

excellent students in computer science and related fields who

on their own experiences. Both have been employed by startup

belong to underrepresented minorities. For three months they

companies and have worked on Wall Street, and in both places

also take part in intensive career building sessions on evenings

they stuck out because of their skin color. They’re African

and at weekends. The goal is to secure them leading positions in

Americans, but the technology and financial worlds are primarily

the innovation economy.

run by white males. “We asked ourselves why that is, and how
we might change it,” recalls Weidman Powers. “It’s not just

“There wasn’t a plan B”

about giving a helping hand to people from our own background.

“We began in the summer of 2012 with five students. Enough to

It’s actually been proven that cultural diversity is also a key to

test whether the plan would work. If it hadn’t worked, the con-

business success.”

sequences would have been manageable. There wasn’t a plan B.”
Walker was responsible for finding the funding for the program.

The two friends also knew that it’s in Silicon Valley where the

Weidman Powers contacted universities and colleges across the

future is being made. Innovations from California go all around

USA that had a majority of Black or Latino students. She wanted

the world, determining individual behavior and possessing the

computer science students with leadership potential. “Every-

potential to alter societal structures. But the majority of Blacks

one who has anything to do with our Fellows in Silicon Valley

and Latinos lack access to this potential. Without role models,

should be able to say afterwards that the CODE2040 students

venture capital and contacts, they only rarely get a foot in the

are among the cleverest, most innovative, most creative and

door of the IT business. And it’s right here that the work of

most responsible interns they’ve ever seen.”

CODE2040 begins.
The first year was a complete success. The Fellows were
In the space of three months – still with neither office nor

offered jobs by the companies where they’d worked as interns.

salary – Weidman Powers and Walker developed their Fellows

Since then, there has been a steady rise in the number of com-
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They’d like to change Silicon Valley: Laura Weidman Powers (left) and Alexandria Cattron.

panies that want to be part of the program. They provide more

“What they don’t understand yet is that we’re training the

internships, finance research and projects, and even invite the

leaders of the future. In five to ten years, our Fellows won’t just

students home to barbecues and to dinners at posh restaurants

be driving innovation forward and deciding its direction: they’ll

in Silicon Valley. For its part, CODE2040 offers them access to

be changing the world.” Her ultimate goal, she says, is to over-

an almost untapped pool of talent. The participants in the pro-

come the chasm between rich and poor in the USA.

gram bring innovative ideas with them, fresh perspectives and
different experiences. They hunt for solutions to problems that

What she puts her mind to

the majority of people in Silicon Valley often don’t know exist.

Weidman Powers is the daughter of a psychologist and a writer.

The companies have now recognized that integrating minorities

She came into contact with the IT business at a relatively late

isn’t just politically correct – it’s good for profit margins.

date. Six years ago, at the age of 26, she took on the project
management of a small company in New York that was involved

This year, 36 students are participating in the CODE2040

in developing websites. It was a friend who’d recommended it

Fellows Program. For next year, the summer of 2016, 350 ap-

to her. Back then, Twitter was enjoying its rapid rise and Face-

plications have already arrived. Weidman Powers couldn’t be

book was establishing itself as the leading social media network.

happier. “To be frank, we’re planning a revolution here. Most

Weidman Powers felt inspired by the technological potential for

people think we’re just a small team offering a little help to

innovation. “I’m interested in how seemingly intractable prob-

Blacks, Latinas and Latinos,” she says with a mischievous smile.

lems can be overcome, just with small structural changes.” After
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and had just taken her last computer science midterm exam
when she met Weidman Powers on the Stanford campus in 2012.
“Laura told me of the fantastic opportunities I’d have in the
CODE2040 program – an internship, workshops, talks by top
executives, direct contact to leading figures in Silicon Valley.”
Cattron didn’t yet know what she’d do after her studies. “We were
all using Facebook, Twitter and instant-messaging services like
Snapchat all the time. I thought back then: if I’m lucky, I could
work for one of these cool companies. Laura was the first person who told me that I could actually set up my own company.”
She’s now thinking of developing an online platform with an
app that could link up African-American businesses in Detroit
with each other and with customers. Another idea is to set up
a country-wide restaurant chain for soul food, the traditional
cuisine of African Americans in the southern states. Cattron
used to believe that such a project would be impossible to manage without her own financial reserves. Thanks to CODE2040
she knows that venture capitalists will support promising
concepts in their startup phase, and her fear of failing is now
considerably less.
Cattron’s aversion to risks is typical of minorities in the
USA. They usually come from families with a low level of income
and education, and compared to white or Asian families, their
parents have lower expectations regarding the prospective level
of income and education of their children. These children have
worse grades in reading, writing and math than the US average.
Members of minorities hardly have any role models in the IT
world and can’t ask anyone for advice as to how they might
gain access to it. Weidman Powers puts it like this: “They think:
finishing a degree in the humanities at Harvard University, she

‘Why should I get into this business at all if no one who looks

moved to California and did her MBA at Stanford. At the same

like me is ever successful in it?’”

time, she served as vice president for product development in a
startup company in Los Angeles.

Since they’re without any financial reserves, they’re ex
pected to make money quickly and not to take any job risks.

Her parents had always impressed on her that she can

Hardly any of them have ever heard of venture capitalists. But

achieve anything to which she puts her mind. Her self-con-

this program in Silicon Valley can turn their world view on its

fidence was boosted by attending a good school where she

head. Weidman Powers recalls conversations in the car on the

could mix with children and teachers of the most diverse back-

way back from Silicon Valley. “Our students were astonished to

grounds. Weidman Powers knows that this made professional

realize that as an intern they earn more money a month than

life easier for her than for most Blacks in the USA. Just like

both of their parents together. That completely changed the way

Latinos, they too have a difficult time getting into finance or the

they think.” They also recognize that they’re almost certain to

technology business.

get a job once they’ve completed their studies and their internships, which means it’s not so bad if their startup ideas aren’t a

Taking risks

success. “If the trends in the IT business and in student numbers

For example, there’s Alexandria Cattron, a CODE2040 Fellow

continue as they have until now, we’ll need an extra million pro-

from the program’s first year. She was 22 years old at the time

grammers and computer scientists in five years’ time.”
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Cattron has now finished her studies and is dreaming of
setting up her own company in her hometown of Detroit. It’s a
city with a large proportion of African Americans, and the crisis
in the automotive industry drove it to bankruptcy in 2013.
Before taking part in the CODE2040 Fellows Program, Cattron
would never have imagined she might one day use her pro
gramming talents to play a part in helping Detroit’s economy
Some of the CODE2040 family: the Fellows of 2013.

back on its feet. That changed when she first met African Americans who’d already founded successful startup companies.
“I suddenly thought: ‘You can do that too!’ And I was convinced
that it’s a great time to help steer the future in Detroit through

Ethnic differences in figures

technological innovations.”

In twelfth grade, the level of reading and math proficiency among
students from African American and Hispanic families is on the level
of eighth-grade students from white or Asian families.

Cattron compares CODE2040 to a rocket with immense
thrust that’s propelling minorities into the world of innovation, getting them access to companies and investors. As

In the fourth and eighth grades, white and Asian students know three

CODE2040’s Technical Product Manager, she’s currently pro-

times as much about the natural sciences, math and computer science

gramming a website to help people to prepare for applica-

than their Black and Latino classmates.

tion procedures. Then, perhaps, she’ll be off to Detroit. “That
would be great! There are still lots of problems there that we

By the time they graduate from school, 80 percent of white and Asian

can solve using technology.”

students have attended extracurricular courses in math, natural sciences
and computer science, compared to 15 percent of Blacks and Latinos.

Missionary, mentor and mother
Stories like that of Alexandria Cattron are what inspire Laura

Fourteen percent of Latinos and eight percent of Blacks drop out of

Weidman Powers to continue working 14 hours a day for

school without any qualification. The same is true of five percent of

CODE2040, putting off family plans and instead traveling

whites and four percent of Asians.

across the whole country to speak about her mission – even
though she doesn’t at all like being in the spotlight. “Our society

Among US citizens aged between 25 and 29, 60 percent of Asians and

will develop for the better when our Fellows take up leader-

40 percent of whites have a university or college degree, but this is true

ship positions.” Weidman Powers calls CODE2040 a testing lab

of only 20 percent of Blacks and 15 percent of Latinos.

for innovation and systemic change. As she speaks about this,
she becomes pensive. “Innovation leads to questions of civil

The so-called STEM sector – science, technology, engineering and math

rights.” She can get enthusiastic about technological progress

– is developing into the biggest employer in the USA; 71 percent of jobs

that makes our lives more convenient. But what’s important is to

created here have a connection with computer science. By the year 2020,

consider the consequences, for example as regards privacy and

the USA will have seen the creation of 1.4 million new jobs in this sector.

in matters of consumer legislation. “Who decides what machines
are allowed to do, and what they’re not allowed? It’s important

Eighteen percent of computer science graduates in the USA are Blacks

that when decisions are made about this, everyone sits at the

or Latinos. But only nine percent of those employed in this sector are

same table!”

from these two population groups. When it comes to leadership positions, the figures are 3.4 percent Blacks and 2.4 percent Latinos.

CODE2040 wants to secure its Fellows such a place at the
table. Weidman Powers is mentor and mother to them, all in one.

Just one percent of companies with venture capital funding are run by

At barbecues and happy hour gatherings she mingles with the

African Americans; 83 percent of these companies employ only whites,

students as if she were one of them. The Fellows can call her

in both management and in the rest of the company.

on her cell phone at any time. “Anyone who has ever been with
CODE2040 is always a part of our family. I’ve got responsibilities.

(Sources: US Department of Labor, US Department of Education, National Science
Foundation, National Assessment of Educational Progress NAEP, Education Trust
Washington, National Urban League, Level Playing Field Institute LPFI, CODE2040)
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I know I’m a role model whether I want it or not, and I tell them
time and again: ‘What I’ve achieved, you can achieve too!’”

Portrait | Laura Weidman Powers

“Wow!”

“Embarrassing!” Black Americans make up 13 percent of the

This afternoon she’s meeting Perry Ogwuche. He’s a computer

population of the USA; Latinos 17 percent. Other companies

scientist and wants feedback on his idea for an app that he’s

subsequently published their own figures. They all looked simi-

developing with friends. Ogwuche was born in Nigeria. He was

lar. “We don’t have to rely on individual testimonies and vague

20 years old and a student of computer science and math in Bal-

impressions anymore. We’ve got the data and we know that

timore on the East Coast when he got an e-mail from Weidman

something has to change. Innovation isn’t possible without

Powers in the fall of 2012. She urged him to apply for CODE2040,

diversity and integration!”

and met him for a personal conversation. “I immediately saw the
passion in her eyes,” he recalls today. “I had never given a thought
to minorities and technology and would never have dreamed of
setting up my own company.” Ogwuche was accepted into the
program. His first trip through Silicon Valley opened up his eyes.
“I saw these signs with the names of all the apps on my smartphone and I thought: ‘Wow! All of that is being developed here.
Am I really going to be a part of it?’ That changed my life.” And
he decided that from now on he would change the lives of others.
Back in Baltimore, Ogwuche joined up with another
CODE2040 Fellow and organized the first-ever hackathon at
his university: over a marathon period of 24 hours, 500 students
sat at their computers to develop ways of improving life on
campus. Ogwuche is now a software engineer with one of the
leading wearable technology companies in Silicon Valley. The
app that he’s developing himself is intended to link up travelers with people who want to send objects. It’s inspired by com-

Laura Weidman Powers: “Our society will develop for the better when our
Fellows take up leadership positions.”

munity and online booking services such as Airbnb and Uber.
“Instead of apartments and cars, people are sharing space in
their suitcase. It’s expensive to send things to Africa, but at the

This is something that people have acknowledged in Silicon

same time, lots of people are traveling between the USA and

Valley, too. In March 2015, Apple started a 50-million-dollar pro-

Africa who could easily take something along in their luggage.”

gram for the advancement of minorities. Google is developing

Together with his mentor, Ogwuche wants to talk about the next

a 150-million-dollar initiative with a similar goal. “Meanwhile,

steps in the app’s development and about potential investors.

we have to decide with whom we want to work, where I should

“Laura has this knack for innovation. She can turn an idea into a

publish commentaries and in what forum I want to speak. That’s

movement!” he gushes.

a new problem, and it feels good.” Weidman Powers laughs.
Even if CODE2040 isn’t superfluous 25 years from now, she’s

“Completely crazy!”

still convinced that what seems extraordinary today on the

Within the space of just three years, CODE2040 developed from

executive floor will be normal by then. “We’ll ask ourselves: ‘How

a program for five Fellows into an influential organization in

was it at all possible that we didn’t have greater ethnic diversity

Silicon Valley. Laura Weidman Powers has also been awarded

in our companies? How could we ever have accepted this tiny

numerous prizes for her work. In 2013, Goldman Sachs named

percentage of minorities in positions of leadership?’ We’ll find

her one of the “100 Most Intriguing Entrepreneurs” while the

all that completely crazy!”

online magazine “Root” named her one of the “100 Most Influential African Americans.” “The way people think has changed
a lot,” she says.
Kerstin Zilm has been reporting from Los Angeles since 2003. She first
Last year, for the first time, Google published figures about

worked as a correspondent at the ARD radio studio on the West Coast

the ethnic background of its employees: 60 percent are white,

for five years, and since September 2008 has been active as a freelance

34 percent Asian, two percent Hispanic and one percent Black.

journalist for radio, print and TV.
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Portfolio | Literary predictions

The real

inventors
Tablets

Tanks

Surveillance cameras

Although it was Apple’s iPad that

Lightly armored vehicles were already

In 1949, George Orwell wrote one of the

achieved a breakthrough for the tablet

employed in ancient times, both in long-

darkest visions of the future in all of liter-

computer in 2010, other manufacturers

range combat for archers, and in close

ature: “1984.” This novel, which depicts a

had been producing various predecessor

combat when an army wanted to overrun

totalitarian society, is probably his most

devices since the late 1980s. But books

the enemy’s front lines. But the muscle

famous book. The phrase “Big Brother is

and movies had been even quicker off

power of men and horses wasn’t enough

watching you,” which epitomizes the sur-

the mark: as early as 1968, in his novel

to move heavily armored vehicles in the

veillance state, has long been a familiar

“2001: A Space Odyssey,” Arthur C. Clarke

days before the invention of engines and

expression. Cameras that watch people

wrote of a foolscap-sized “newspad” on

before tanks came off the production

wherever they go are a fundamental in-

which his protagonist would “scan the

line. None of that mattered to H. G. Wells,

strument of surveillance in “1984.” Today,

latest reports from Earth.” Clarke wrote

who in 1903 published a story entitled

the world’s greatest concentration of sur-

the novel at the same time that he and

“The Land Ironclads” in the “Strand Mag-

veillance cameras is to be found in George

Stanley Kubrick worked on the script

azine” – at the time the leading British

Orwell’s own homeland – Great Britain

for the famous movie of the same name.

literary journal. In it, he described how

has nearly six million of them, one for

“Odyssey” was the most successful movie

the enemy is defeated thanks to armored

every eleven members of the population.

at the box office in 1968, and in 2008

war machines that can even negotiate

the American Film Institute named it the

trenches. Wells’ tanks were considerably

best science-fiction movie of all time. The

bigger than those of today, and are more

tablet computer can be seen on one of

like land-going armored cruisers. They

the posters used to advertise the movie.

have camera display units to help them
aim their guns at the enemy, and they are
steered by means of a joystick.
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Authors are often ahead of their time. Many a technological invention wasn’t thought
up by specialists. In fact, writers such as Jules Verne, George Orwell and Stanisław Lem
have all predicted the future in their novels and short stories.
Text: Manfred Schiefer

Landing on the moon

E-books

Geosynchronous satellites

More than 100 years before Neil Arm-

You can read books today either on an

Geosynchronous satellites orbit the

strong and Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin set foot

e-book reader, or on your tablet com-

Earth as it revolves on its axis, remain-

on the moon, the French author Jules

puter or smartphone. This relatively new

ing in a stationary position above it. They

Verne carried out the very first moon

development was foreseen by Stanisław

are a prerequisite for today’s telecom-

landing – as a thought experiment in

Lem back in 1961. In his novel “Return

munications and location-based services.

his novel “From the Earth to the Moon”

from the Stars,” he gave an astonish-

Already in 1945, in a now famous article

(1865). With this and his other books, the

ingly precise description of an e-book.

for the “Wireless World” magazine, the

inventor of the science novel wanted to

It was like a book, he writes, but had

science-fiction author Arthur C. Clarke

enlighten the broad masses. His space-

only a single page between its covers.

wrote that three satellites, placed 120

ship might have needed a huge cannon

“At a touch, successive pages of the text

degrees apart in the correct orbit, would

to lift off into the skies, but Verne never-

appeared on it … Thus all my purchases

enable worldwide radio communications.

theless predicted several actual details of

fitted into one pocket, though there must

He also predicted that his idea would be

the very first moon mission: he, too, had

have been almost three hundred titles.”

realized within 25 years. In fact, it took

his journey to the moon start in Florida,

Bookstores today, however, are still far

less than 20. But he wasn’t the very first

and his astronauts also renewed their

removed from the futuristic vision of a

to suggest something along these lines:

oxygen supply by chemical means. Al-

Stanisław Lem, because in his version,

it was the physicist Hermann Oberth

though he was neither an engineer nor a

he is waited on by a “sales-robot.” We

who back in 1920 had formulated the idea

physicist, Jules Verne still had an indirect

can also allow ourselves a smile when we

of global communication. And in 1928,

role in the development of space travel,

see the future fantasies of an anonymous

the space theorist Hermann Potočnik al-

because it was his novels that inspired

illustrator who also imagined an e-book.

ready described a geostationary satellite

early space pioneers such as Konstantin

His uses photographed pages, and needs

in his book “The Problem of Space Travel

Tsiolkovsky and Hermann Oberth.

a stationary reading device.

– The Rocket Motor.”
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Rosalind Franklin: denied
the recognition she deserved.

Unrecognized discovery
Text: Armin Strohmeyr
In 1962, three researchers were awarded a Nobel Prize for discovering the double helix structure
of DNA. But should Rosalind Franklin also have been one of the laureates? Her story is a thriller
that takes us into the realms of rivalry and ambition among scientists.

On December 10, 1962, the Swedish king presented the Nobel

Because nine years earlier, when Watson and Crick had

Prize in Medicine to the American James D. Watson and the

discovered the double helix structure of human genetic mate-

two Britons Francis Crick and Maurice Wilkins. The Stockholm

rial, they had profited decisively from unauthorized access to

Academy had decided to award these three researchers the

Franklin’s unpublished research findings. Rosalind Franklin died

highest scientific honor for having discovered the double helix

four years before that Nobel Prize was awarded, but she failed

structure of DNA. But in their acceptance speeches, the three

even posthumously to be given the scientific recognition she de-

scientists left one name unmentioned: that of Rosalind Franklin.

served for having helped to solve one of the biggest mysteries

And with good reason.

in genetics.
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Portfolio | Spying in the lab

Rosalind Franklin was born in London on July 25, 1920.
She studied chemistry at Cambridge University and after the
Second World War she worked at a research institute in Paris.
In 1950 she returned to her native land in order to conduct
research at King’s College, London, into the structure of deoxyribonucleic acid (“DNA” for short), the carrier of our genetic
information.
A race to determine the structure of DNA was in full swing
at the time. In Cambridge, two researchers were also exploring
DNA: James D. Watson and Francis Crick. Both were newcomers to a field that seemed to them particularly ideal for establishing a reputation quickly. They had competition in California,
where Linus Pauling was working on decoding the structure of
DNA at Caltech.

James D. Watson (left) and Francis Crick explain their model of the
structure of DNA.

Meanwhile, it had become clear that DNA had to possess a
helix structure, in other words that it is wound in a spiral shape.
But opinions differed as to whether it was a simple, a double

But no one really took notice of Franklin’s article. The

or even a triple spiral. Rosalind Franklin had developed a new,

race was decided a few weeks later in the prestigious journal

improved X-ray technique for investigating DNA and used it to

“Nature.” In its April issue, it published three short articles on

carry out a comprehensive series of experiments. Watson and

the structure of DNA. In the first of these, Watson and Crick

Crick, on the other hand, compensated for their inexperience

presented their model, but kept silent about just how much they

and their general disavowal of experimentation by developing

had profited from Franklin’s findings – their reasons for this are

rather imaginative theories about the structure of DNA that they

obvious, though it was in contravention of accepted scientific

nevertheless had to discard or correct several times over.

standards. The other two articles published data from extensive
experiments by Wilkins and his assistants on the one hand, and

In late January 1953, however, Watson and Crick were given

Franklin and Gosling on the other. Now it looked as if Franklin

access to an X-ray photo of DNA that Rosalind Franklin had

had merely “confirmed” empirically the model that had been de-

taken shortly before – and it was provided by none other than

veloped by Watson and Crick. These two had gained the victory

Maurice Wilkins, Franklin’s colleague at King’s but her bitter

– albeit with unfair methods. For one and a half decades they

rival. Watson admitted later: “The instant I saw the picture my

denied that Wilkins had made them aware of the unpublished X-

mouth fell open and my pulse began to race.” This image gave

ray image from Rosalind Franklin’s laboratory. Franklin died of

him and Crick the decisive clue they needed to determine the

cancer on April 16, 1958, at the age of just 37; four years later,

double helix structure of the strands of genetic material. Max

Watson, Crick and Wilkins shared the Nobel Prize.

Perutz, the head of the X-ray department in Cambridge, also
provided Watson and Crick with an unpublished research report

Armin Strohmeyr took his doctorate in German studies and is an author of

by Franklin.

biographies, radio features and literary texts. In 2013, Styria Verlag of Vienna
published his book “Verkannte Pioniere – Erfinder. Abenteurer. Visionäre.”

Despite this dual act of betrayal, it seemed to be the young

(“Unrecognized pioneers – inventors. Adventurers. Visionaries.”).

woman who was winning the race at first: on March 6, 1953,
the journal “Acta Crystallographica” received an article by Rosalind Franklin and her assistant Raymond Gosling in which DNA

On stage

was depicted as a double strand linked within by base pairs.

Nicole Kidman is Rosalind Franklin in the award-winning play

Not until the next day, March 7, did Watson and Crick produce

“Photograph 51” by Anna Ziegler, currently on stage at the Noël

the correct model of the double helix on the basis of Franklin’s

Coward Theatre, St Martin’s Lane, London.

laboratory photos.
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The big ideas
don’t come when you’re sitting in your easy chair
Interview: Mathias Plüss | Photos: Rita Palanikumar

Innovation is the motor for competitiveness and pros-

In your opinion, what’s been the biggest innovation of

perity. All the same, innovative people are often held

recent decades?

back, as the Austro-Swiss biochemist and author Gott-

The Internet. It’s changed the world forever.

fried Schatz has himself observed. He argues in favor of
schools for the highly gifted, for more independence for

For the better?

young researchers – and for a lot of physical activity.

Mostly. Our children live in different parts of the world. The fact
that I can stay in touch with them, that I can even see them

CREDO: What does innovation mean to you?

when we talk, and that I, a retired person, have an open door

Gottfried Schatz: The ability to develop new ideas and to

to the world through my computer – I still can’t really believe

implement them.

it. Not to mention the mobilizing role of the Internet and social
media in the processes of democratization in North Africa or

“Innovation” seems to be the word in fashion that’s largely

China, for example.

superseded good old “progress.”
For me, it’s not the same thing. Progress is a positive concept.

The great computer scientist and social critic Joseph

It means that human development is moving forward, and that

Weizenbaum once said: “Like every mass medium, the

our scope for advancement is expanding. Innovation is a pre

Internet too is 90 percent junk.”

requisite for progress, but it can be used for good or bad.

But what’s decisive is that the knowledge of mankind is available
at all times in the Internet. I think it’s marvelous. It doesn’t both-

So the atomic bomb was an innovation, though not

er me that many people restrict themselves to looking at trivia

necessarily progress?

or porn. It’s no different with printed media. Lots of books in our

That’s right. Though you could also argue here that it has saved

famous monastery libraries are little theological tracts that you

us from a third world war for over half a century.

can only laugh about today.
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Gottfried Schatz: “I never surf on the net. I just don’t have the time.”

You’re 79 years old. Don’t you find it difficult to cope with

themselves. If children have to be silent at the dinner table,

rapid technological change?

science goes out the window. It’s at the family table that chil-

No, I enjoy it. I set up my first e-mail address at the age of 60 –

dren learn to listen, to discuss, to contradict us and to justify

with help from my students, of course. Since then I’ve been trying

their arguments. This development on their part is incredibly

more or less to keep up with the latest electronic developments.

important, but in our society it’s largely neglected – or even
actively suppressed.

But many innovations are also a step backwards. Writing
e-mails on my smartphone, for example, is for me a complete

How innovation-friendly are our schools?

waste of time.

I’m just reading a book by the neuroscientist John Medina about

Why? I use a dictation app that lets me write longer texts on

the function of our brain. It has the following sentence: “If you

my cell phone. It’s quick and easy. You just mustn’t get bogged

wanted to create an education environment that was directly

down in it. For example, I never surf on the net. I just don’t have

opposed to what the brain was good at doing, you probably

the time.

would design something like a classroom.”

What should an innovation-friendly environment look like?

That’s very harsh criticism.

For me, that starts at the family dinner table. We should en-

We aren’t nearly dynamic enough in how we live. The big ideas

courage our children early on to enjoy discovering things for

don’t come when you’re sitting in your easy chair, waiting for
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“Innovative people
are born, not trained.
They’re given as a gift
to every new generation. Talented people
are vulnerable. They
are among our most
important resources –
but too many of them
are lost to us.”

So why are our schools the way they are?
To a certain extent it’s a matter of money. With today’s system,
a teacher can control several dozen kids “efficiently.” But it
would be much better to set up small groups with which you
could go outdoors regularly. Furthermore, I think that we stuff
people’s heads with far too much knowledge at our schools
and universities. It would be better to teach them how to solve
problems and to encourage their joy in discovery. But for that
there’s usually no room left.
At what age are people particularly innovative?
In their youth. Intelligence reaches a peak between 20 and 25
years of age. Discoveries that lead to a Nobel Prize are made
on average at the age of 36. In science and in art, the unfettered
naïveté of youth is mostly cleverer than the knowledge of old
age. That’s why we have to do everything we can to let young
people realize their own ideas.
What’s the situation with our universities in this regard?
Not very good. Especially in medicine and in the humanities,
young researchers are often dependent for far too long on the
goodwill of an older professor. But the independent assistant
professorships are a good idea. They’re getting more and more
popular, and they allow our young scientists to swim against
the tide. Regrettably, however, most universities are still pretty
ossified, and the professors often fight new career models
because this means they would lose power.
And how does it look in the business world? There are some
pretty immovable behemoths out there.

them. Innovation is motion! And what do our kids do at school?

It’s probably not much better than in the universities. The

They sit still, listen, and learn by heart. That’s pretty much the

bigger and more hierarchical the structure, the more averse it

worst way of promoting innovative thinking. Evolution has pro-

is to innovation. Organization is the enemy of innovation. It’s not

grammed our brain for us to be in constant motion. There should

a matter of chance that the big pharma companies buy up many

be more breaks at school in which children can move about.

of their most innovative products from small biotech firms. In
fact, this isn’t a bad model at all. The little companies invent

Is movement really so important for innovation?

what the big companies then put on the market.

I think so. Many composers and scientists have reported having
good ideas while out walking. For me personally, if I want to

Can one compare countries in terms of their innovative

think about something in peace, I prefer most of all to take a

capacity?

walk in the woods.

What strikes me is that countries with a Protestant history are
more innovative. I’m thinking here of Great Britain, the Nether-

Why is being active so good for us?

lands, Sweden, Switzerland and large parts of Germany. In pri-

It stimulates both the blood flow to the brain and the creation

marily Catholic countries such as Austria, Italy, Spain, Portugal

of hormones that promote growth and connections between

or France, the standard of education is often high, but there’s

brain cells. That’s why physical activity can also delay the onset

a belief in authority and a rampant bureaucracy that together

of dementia.

put a stranglehold on innovation.
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Music and science
Gottfried Schatz also has an artistic streak. As a young man he studied
the violin, and played in the Graz Philharmonic Orchestra and in various
Austrian opera houses. His daughter Kamilla is a professional violinist –
he moderates her concerts, and she plays the violin at his public readings.
“There is a striking number of amateur musicians in science,” says Gottfried Schatz. “I think that intelligent, curious people almost inevitably
turn to music as the most abstract of the arts.”

What do you mean by that?

Dübendorf, near Zurich, is planning an innovation park.

An over-powerful civil service kills innovation. Civil servants are

That could certainly become the site of a Swiss Silicon Valley.

fundamentally conservative because their goal has to be to avoid

It needs good management and patience. If the money and the

mistakes and unexpected events. That is absolutely legitimate.

infrastructure are okay, then the right minds will flock there on

But mistakes and unexpected events are the lifeblood of all

their own.

innovative research. That is why research and administration
are fundamentally antagonistic.

But initially, it’s the state that’s involved in the Dübendorf
project. This is criticized because it’s contrary to the prin

How do things stand with the innovative strength of the USA?

ciple that the state only finances basic research, while product

The USA remain a highly innovative country. Where would infor-

development should be funded by the private sector.

mation technology be today without Silicon Valley? It’s like the

This criticism is exaggerated. Fundamentally, innovation parks

Wild West out there – people are blithely trying out new things,

are a good idea. Academic researchers who make a discovery

and they profit from large amounts of venture capital. The state

are often pretty naïve in financial matters, and haven’t got any

avoids exerting central control, but it keeps Silicon Valley well

entrepreneurial expertise. If they’re in an environment where

stocked up thanks to military research contracts.

there’s coaching, an infrastructure and other good people, that
can help a lot. I think it’s fine if the seed money comes from the

“Innovation is motion!
And what do our kids
do at school?”

state. In the long term, however, the state would have to withdraw from the innovation park. If civil servants start to decide
which projects should be backed, then it’s certain to go awry.
You once said: “If you instruct researchers what they have to
look for, they can’t be innovative.”
That’s right. But this only applies to basic research with a longterm focus. If your aim is to develop a specific drug or to design

Could others copy the concept of Silicon Valley?

complex software, then it’s got to be organized. The more short-

Perhaps, if you went about it the right way and had enough

term a project, the more it needs to be steered properly.

staying power. Switzerland would undoubtedly be fertile ground
for it. At the suggestion of Henri B. Meier, the former CFO of

Isn’t this less innovative?

Hoffmann-La Roche, the Swiss parliament recently supported a

Not necessarily. Even the development of a new Coke bottle

proposal that our pension funds should invest a small proportion

can be innovative. Of course, in product development things are

of their monies in innovative projects and startups via a “Swiss

run much more rigorously and pragmatically than is the case

future fund.” This could soon bring together enough venture

in basic research. But I’ve got respect for both kinds. You just

capital for something big.

mustn’t neglect long-term research.
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“In science and in art,
the unfettered naïveté
of youth is mostly
cleverer than the
knowledge of old age.”

against state scholarships, for example. But in truth, the best
people are often unable to win through – perhaps because they
grow up in an educationally disadvantaged environment, or
because their family breaks up, or because they get into drugs.
You never hear of them later.
What can we do about this?
We should alter the structure of our schools. Highly gifted
children get bored in normal classes and they can misbehave.
We should create their own schools for them.
Why hasn’t this happened yet?

Can people learn to be innovative?

Elitist thinking is especially taboo in German-speaking countries.

No. Innovative people are born, not trained. They’re given as a

All the same, Germany and Austria today have a few schools

gift to every new generation. You can’t produce them, but you

for the highly gifted where such children can get the challenges

can certainly ruin them. Talented people are vulnerable. They

they need. Sadly, the left-wing parties are still pretty fundamen-

are among our most important resources – but too many of

talist in this matter. They don’t want supposedly undemocratic

them are lost to us.

schools. But we have to accept that some people are more gifted
than others.

And where do they get lost?
In today’s research scene, for example. In the field of basic research, the most talented people are often unworldly, almost
like artists. They need our special protection. But today, the
people in demand are the clever ones who know how they can
drum up the most money for their research – by promising to
cure cancer or dementia, for example. In this environment, the

Gottfried Schatz (born 1936) comes from near Graz in Austria, and today

unworldly ones often perish.

lives in Reinach near Basel. He is a biochemist and was a professor at Cornell
University in Ithaca, N.Y., and at the Biozentrum of the University of Basel.

But there’s also the opposing standpoint that says: good

After his retirement in 2000 he was President of the Swiss Science and

people will always rise to the top, regardless of how bad the

Technology Council for four years. Since then he has been active as an author

conditions are.

and an academic commentator. His shrewd essays for the “Neue Zürcher

That’s an old wives’ tale and it’s dangerous. It’s repeatedly used

Zeitung” have also been published in book form. His first novel was recently

by people from the conservative end of the spectrum to argue

published; it’s called “Postdoc” (Styria, 2015).
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Essay | The courage to take risks

Brilliant

blunders
Text: Mario Livio | Illustration: Markus Roost

Progress and innovation often form a labyrinth with

considered scientific, it must yield specific predictions of future

many false starts and blind alleys. The well-known

observations or experimental results. If those observations or

astrophysicist Mario Livio thinks we should free up

results contradict the predictions, the theory is discarded, or at

space for mistakes.

least must be modified.

Thomas Edison is reputed to have said, “I have not failed.

The mistakes that are integral to scientific progress are not

I’ve just found 10000 ways that won’t work.” This statement

those that result from haste, sloppiness, or inexperience. Rather,

sums up a fundamental – but often misunderstood – truth about

they are the mistakes that arise from thoughtful, meticulous

scientific inquiry. Progress in science – as in any creative disci-

experimentation based on bold ideas – the kind of ideas that

pline – is not a direct march to the answer, but a complex, zig-

can lead to major breakthroughs.

zag path, involving many false starts and blind alleys. Blunders
are not only inevitable; they are essential to innovative thinking,

Visionaries and their formidable mistakes

because they point the way for other explorers.

Fred Hoyle, one of the twentieth century’s greatest astrophysicists, provided a perfect example of such a “brilliant blunder.”

One may wonder whether today’s highly competitive, fund-

Hoyle and two of his colleagues proposed what became known

ing-starved scientific atmosphere, in which publications and

as the Steady State model of the universe, according to which

citations have become a primary criterion for success, can

the universe did not evolve following the so-called “big bang”

accommodate such mistakes. The simple answer is yes. Indeed,

(a term that Hoyle coined); instead, it was constant, remaining

they are as important as ever – and not only in academia.

the same throughout eternity.

To boldly go...

The idea was brilliantly elegant: just as our universe is

In fact, the entire scientific method is based on the notion that

homogeneous (the same at every point in space) and isotropic

discovering what does not work is vital to learning what does.

(looking the same in all directions), it remains the same at every

Any scientific theory must be falsifiable – that is, based on ex-

point in time. While the Steady State theory was eventually

isting observations or experimental results. For a theory to be

falsified – our universe is expanding, and it most likely started
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from a big bang – it energized the entire field of cosmology,

Until about a decade ago, the Space Telescope Science

because it brought into sharp focus the questions that had

Institute adopted a similar policy for allocating observation

to be addressed. In fact, currently fashionable models of the

time for the Hubble Space Telescope. In addition, each year,

multiverse – the concept that our universe is but one of a huge

the institute’s director was allotted a certain amount of discre-

ensemble of universes – are consistent with the idea that they

tionary time to grant to special projects that he or she deemed

are collectively in a kind of steady state.

worthwhile. In 1995, Robert Williams used that time to take a
major risk: he aimed the telescope at a seemingly uninteresting

The nineteenth-century physicist William Thomson, later

area for nearly ten days. The result was an image of more than

known as Lord Kelvin, made his own brilliant blunder when he

3000 galaxies some 12 billion light-years away – the so-called

calculated that the Earth was less than 100 million years old

Hubble Deep Field.

– about fifty times younger than the age deduced from modern radiometric measurements. Though Kelvin’s estimate was

Likewise, closer to home, as many as half of our discoveries

seriously flawed, the effort remains central to the history of

of new medicines have originated from accidents. For example,

knowledge, because it applied real science – the laws of physics

isoniazid was initially tested as a tuberculosis drug; iproniazid,

– to what had long been a subject of vague speculation.

one of its derivatives, later proved to be effective in the treatment of depression.

Kelvin’s insights helped to launch a fruitful dialog between geologists and physicists – a dialog that eventually

Space for brilliant blunders is vital to achieving the kind of

resolved even problems related to the length of time needed

creative breakthroughs that drive scientific progress. It is time

for Darwin’s theory of evolution to operate. And the oversight

for funding institutions to recognize that.

that warped Kelvin’s estimate – the possibility that fluid motion
could efficiently transport heat within the Earth’s interior –
turned out to be critical to understanding plate tectonics and

(Copyright: Project Syndicate, 2014. www.project-syndicate.org)

continental drift.

Daring paths and happy accidents
Startup companies exemplify the potential benefits of risktaking. While only about 49 percent of manufacturing startups
and 37 percent of information startups survive for four or more
years, those that do have managed to produce breakthrough
innovations.
Tom Watson, Jr., who led IBM through decades of strong
growth, is known for having supported brilliant blunders. As
he put it, “We should have the courage to take risks when they
are thoughtful risks…. We must forgive mistakes which have
been made because someone was trying to act aggressively in
the company’s interest.”
Funding agencies for academic research should adopt a
similar philosophy, awarding a certain share of financing to
thoughtful, unconventional proposals – those deemed risky,

Mario Livio is an astrophysicist at the Space Telescope Science Institute in

owing to a relatively low probability of success, but that could

Baltimore, Maryland/USA. His most recent book was published in 2014

lead to important discoveries. Such a scheme would create

under the title “Brilliant Blunders. From Darwin to Einstein – Colossal

opportunities to take advantage of serendipity – a major com

Mistakes by Great Scientists That Changed Our Understanding of Life and

ponent of scientific discovery.

the Universe.”
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Light for everyone!
Text: Bettina Rühl | Photos: Siegfried Modola
Five million households in Kenya are without electricity. At night they use lamps
that burn kerosene. But these are expensive to run, offer little light and give
off noxious soot particles. The social enterprise M-KOPA Solar is helping these
people – and at the same time it’s making a profit.
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Nicholas and Faith Papei Saltaban in front of their hut near the Rift Valley, some two hours by car from Nairobi. This Maasai family are customers of M-KOPA Solar.

Faith Papei Saltaban surrounded by her herd of goats. She drives them home
before darkness falls.
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The basic components of an M-KOPA Solar system: a somewhat mysterious
box, two light bulbs, a flashlight and a radio.

When the light fades at the end of the day, the noises of the

kerosene lamp,” says Faith. The smoke from it made their eyes

animals get louder – the bleating of the goats and the chirping of

water and made them cough. The kerosene was expensive too,

the insects. The tinkling of goat bells can also be heard over the

and to top it all, the lamp didn’t give off much light. “But we

plateau, mingled with children’s voices. The children who go to

didn’t have any alternatives.”

school have a long way to walk, but now they’ve nearly reached
the huts where they live with their families. Faith Papei Saltaban

But then, three years ago, her brother-in-law came home

can hear from the way the sounds change in the distance that

from the city with a piece of equipment that looked like a dish,

her children, too, will soon be home. She takes a few shillings

along with a puzzling box, two light bulbs, a flashlight and a radio.

and goes off to buy some vegetables from a neighbor for their

A little later there was light in his hut – and it was completely

evening meal. She is going to make sukuma wiki – a spinach-

without any irritating smoke. “The news spread like wildfire,”

like vegetable – and ugali, a cornmeal porridge. Faith, who is

recalls Faith. “They said he got the light from the dish and the

30 years old, belongs to the pastoral tribe of the Maasai, though

box, and that it came from the sun. None of us could believe that

you wouldn’t notice it at first glance. Instead of the traditional

at first, but we were desperate to see it.” So the Maasai from the

colored fabrics and bead jewelry of the Maasai, she’s wearing a

neighboring villages all made their way to the hut of M-KOPA

T-shirt with a plain wraparound skirt. When asked about it, she

Solar’s first-ever customer in the region.

laughs – but it’s a friendly laugh with a broad smile, devoid of any
condescension: “Of course I’m a Maasai!” So are her neighbors,

Gigantic ecological and social potential

who live scattered far across the plateau in the shadow of the

“We saw that there was a massive need, and a market that

Ngong Hills that were made famous through Karen Blixen’s novel

was just as big,” says Jesse Moore, one of the three founders of

“Out of Africa.”

M-KOPA Solar and its managing director. He’s 37, comes originally from Canada, and arrived in Kenya five years ago in order

The Maasai lived in this region hundreds of years before

to set up the company with two partners. It was registered in

Karen Blixen arrived, and they gave the ridge of hills their name.

2012 and has its base in Nairobi. But the actual innovation came

They called them “ngong,” meaning “knuckle” in their language,

first, before they founded the company. And Moore isn’t able to

Maa, on account of the characteristic shape of the four main

explain it in just one sentence. “Let me first make clear what

peaks of the ridge. Since then, everyday life has changed here.

isn’t our invention,” he says. “We didn’t invent solar energy, nor

But when you compare it with the exuberance of big-city life

did we invent smaller, less expensive solar systems for consum-

in the capital Nairobi, just 30 miles away, much has actually

ers in Africa.” Instead, what’s innovative about M-KOPA Solar is

remained the same as ever in the huts of the Maasai. “Neither

the way it links together several different inventions to create

I nor my husband has a proper job,” says Faith Papei Saltaban.

a solar power system that’s affordable to African households.

“We just get by somehow.” “We live from our animals,” counters

It’s bought on credit and is paid off in small daily installments,

her husband, Nicholas Saltaban, who’s wearing a green, padded

by money transfer via cell phone. All this is encapsulated in the

overall. The Maasai have always lived off their herds, but the

name: “Kopa” is Swahili and means “to borrow.” The “M” is an

Saltabans are at the same time open to what’s modern. We can

abbreviation of “mobile,” and it’s known in Kenya because of

see that from the clothes they both wear, and also from the fact

“M-PESA,” which is a widely used, cashless money transfer sys-

that they send their children to school.

tem that works over the mobile phone network. Nick Hughes,
co-founder and Strategy Director of M-KOPA Solar, was the man

Enigmatic equipment

who invented “M-PESA” several years ago.

The two light bulbs on the ceiling of their corrugated iron hut
are modern, too, though you don’t notice them at this time of

When this mobile system of account-free money transfers

day because they’re only turned on after dusk. Out here on this

was introduced to Kenya in 2007, Moore stayed on board for

plateau between the Ngong Hills and the Great Rift Valley there

several months as an advisor. He has an MBA from the University

are no transmission towers and no power supply lines. The fact

of Oxford, and during his studies he was awarded a scholarship

that the Saltabans can turn on their light bulbs at all is thanks

in social entrepreneurship. The introduction of M-PESA was

to the sun, a solar panel, a battery and modern communication

a “practical case study” for him. “From that moment onwards

technology. “M-KOPA Solar III” is the name of the equipment

it was clear to me that mobile technology was what interested

that’s made a big change to the life of Faith and Nicholas

me most of all,” he says, looking back. “At the same time I saw

since November 2014. “Until then we’d only had light from the

promoting solar energy as a challenge.” The fact that he earns
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Instead it’s the desire to effect social change, and to improve

“Every year, a billion dollars literally go up
in smoke”

the lives of the poorer people in Kenya and other East African

Moore takes the time to show us round the company headquar-

states. Mobile technology and solar energy have great potential

ters. Besides a stone building from British colonial times, there

for solving ecological and social problems in Africa.

are several pavilions in its spacious grounds. The heart of the

money with his activities isn’t the main thing that motivates him.

complex is in a small pavilion where 20 engineers are working
But it took five more years before all this came together in

meticulously on further improvements to the hardware. The

M-KOPA Solar. The package that the customer buys includes

company’s low-rise building is hardly less important, because

a small solar panel, an eight-watt lithium-ion battery, two light

there, round the clock, seven days a week, 200 employees are

bulbs, a flashlight and a solar-driven radio. The radio is included

at work. They monitor the money transfers and take calls from

because, to this day, the importance of this medium in Africa

customers. For reasons of costs, the company manufactures its

can’t be overestimated. Many people can’t read or write, and

equipment in China. “But we hope that one day we’ll be able to

TVs are too expensive for most people. What’s innovative about

move production to Kenya,” says Moore.

the M-KOPA Solar package is inside the small, nondescript box
along with the battery: it’s a SIM card that communicates with

The managing director worked for an aid organization for

the company’s headquarters. The solar power system is ser-

several years, but he never thought of this innovation as any-

viced and errors checked via this card, but above all it monitors

thing “humanitarian.” “Projects that are subsidized in the long

whether or not the customers have been making their regular

term simply have their limits,” is his explanation as to why the

payments. This keeps the solar panel activated. The broad dis-

company is run on commercial grounds. But it’s not just to

tribution of M-PESA means that the mobile payment system is

maximize profits that he and his two business partners want to

well-known to all Kenyans. The daily payments of some 40 US

distribute their small solar energy systems to as many house-

cents are sent from the cell phone to the box with the solar pow-

holds as possible. It’s also, says Moore, “because solar energy

er system. After a year or 365 payments, the system belongs to

is far less harmful than kerosene, and because in the long run,

the customer. However, all customers have to pay roughly 30

families can save a lot of money with our system.” During

US dollars as a down payment before they can take the pack-

his many years working for an aid organization in Kenya, he

age home. “Overall, our system costs roughly 200 US dollars,”

observed that people ultimately value something less if they’re

says Moore.

simply given it as a gift.
But of course, he also sees that this can be a lucrative business. After all, he’s not just socially minded, but an entrepreneur
too. In Kenya alone there are five million households without
any power connection. “Every year, a billion dollars literally
go up in smoke in the form of kerosene,” he calculates. “Then
there’s the money people pay for batteries for radios and for
loading cell phones every day.” Whoever has access to electricity
in a slum or out in the countryside – such as someone who
runs a generator – will earn money by charging mobile devices.
M-KOPA Solar customers can’t use their equipment to make
additional income like this, because their solar panels don’t
have the necessary capacity. Moore sums it all up as follows:
“If we only take up ten percent of the market, we’re talking
about sales of 100 million dollars.” In Kenya, their company
today has a share of one percent of the available market.

At home with the Otienos: allergic to kerosene
It’s not far from the company headquarters to the hut of 26-yearJesse Moore, one of the three founders of M-KOPA Solar and its managing
director, at the company headquarters in the Kenyan capital, Nairobi. Here,
some 200 employees work round the clock, seven days a week.
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old Emilie Auma Otieno. She lives in Kawangare, one of the
many slums in Nairobi. The roads are not asphalted here, nor

Emilie Auma Otieno with her son Lourance in front of their hut in the Kawangare slum in Nairobi. She’s been a customer of M-KOPA Solar for the past seven months.

are the sidewalks paved. Whenever it rains, the garbage flows

months,” she says. She’s sitting on the bed with her son because

into the muddy roads, and garbage and sludge coalesce to form

there’s not enough space otherwise. She’s offered her guests the

a stinking ooze. The runlets along the edge of the main street

armchair and the two blue plastic chairs, and these few pieces

carry feces, plastic bags and other detritus. There’s no sewer

of furniture already fill the room. Renting the hut costs roughly

system, no system of running water and no electricity. Estimates

15 US dollars a month – almost half of her husband’s monthly

suggest that more than half of Nairobi’s population lives in one

wage as an unskilled worker on construction sites. She works

of these slums – that’s some 2.4 million people.

part-time as a hairdresser, which brings in another five to seven
dollars a month. But regardless of their sparse funds, they

Emilie stands in her doorway with her one-year-old son

were determined to get the solar panel. “Lourance is allergic to

Lourance in her arms. “Come in,” she tells us. The walls of her

kerosene,” explains the young mother. “He could hardly breathe

hut are papered with newspapers and pages from old calendars.

anymore.” A physician advised Emilie to stop using kerosene in

Pots and plastic dishes are neatly stacked, so as not to waste

future. “Since we’ve done that, he’s been better.” It’s not always

any of the little space there is. The sum of Emilie’s wealth stands

easy for her to pay the 40 Kenyan shillings every day – roughly

on the roof of her neighbors’ hut, opposite her own: it’s a small

40 US cents – but the kerosene was just as expensive. So what

solar panel. The box for it stands next to the entrance. This is

she used to pay for kerosene, she now pays each day to M-KOPA

a third-generation device; the panels no longer look like dishes,

Solar. The advantage is that the M-KOPA Solar package will

but are rectangular-shaped instead. It wasn’t easy for Emilie to

belong to them in a year. “It also means we can now charge our

buy one. For her and her husband Steven, the 30 US dollars

cell phones at home. That used to cost us an extra 20 shillings

down payment were a big investment. “We had to save for two

every day for each phone.”
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Report | Mobile solar energy

The hut of the Saltaban family near the Rift Valley. The solar-powered lamps are their only source of light.

At home with the Saltabans: persevering

same time as the animals. There’s Mike, who’s eleven, Alice,

Meanwhile, some 30 miles to the southwest, Faith Papei Salta-

who’s nine, and Precious, who’s six. Faith’s 13-year-old sister

ban has brought her goats home and has locked them up in a

Rosemarie also lives with them, to help them out. Mike is still

round pen made of branches. Her children came home at the

outside, helping to milk the goats; the girls are already at home.
When Faith managed to convince her husband in November
2014 that it would make sense to buy a solar energy system for

Social entrepreneurs

the family, he had to sell a little goat to get the money. Half of the

The goal of social entrepreneurship is a long-term, positive change in

proceeds went into the down payment. “Of course, we Maasai

society. Social enterprises work for profit, but their self-determined

love our goats,” says Nicholas, sitting in the last rays of the sun

goal is not maximizing profits. Instead, they make a direct contribution

in his living room. “But the family comes first, then the goats.”

to the greater good in places where the institutional environment is

Mike has turned on the radio, and Faith sways back and forth

weak or insufficiently developed. Typical fields for them are education,

to a reggae rhythm while she chops the onions and sukuma

fighting poverty, helping people with disabilities, and environmental

wiki. For this Maasai family, buying the solar energy system has

protection. Social entrepreneurship is not supported by public monies,

proved even more advantageous than it is for Emilie and her

and this is one of the differences between such companies and devel-

husband Steven in the slum of Kawangare. Now, they have more

opment cooperation.

hours of light every day. And the children spend more time on
their homework because there’s no kerosene smoke to get in
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Top: The children Rosemarie (13), Alice (9) and Precious (6) do their homework in the evening by the light of the solar-powered lamp.
Bottom: Also in the evening, Faith works in the light from the solar lamp
to make Maasai jewelry by stringing beads. This is an important extra source
of family income.

their eyes. Now that the family has less energy costs, says Faith,

it in Nairobi and other towns, and it’s important extra income for

“we have been able to pay off the debts we’d made so as to buy

her family. “Before, I only used to manage to do it for one hour

medicine for the goats and food.”

a day,” she says. “After that, the smoke from the kerosene used
to burn my eyes.” Now she can work twice as long, until she gets

After dinner, while the children are sitting at the table in the

too tired to continue. Overall, says Faith as she bids us farewell,

living room doing their homework, Faith retires to the marital

her family doesn’t have twice as much money to spend, but con-

bedroom to do her handiwork. Their few pieces of clothing are

siderably more than they used to have. Outside, everything is

on two hangers because there is no furniture except for the bed.

already quiet. Out there, where the light from the Saltabans’ hut

The Saltabans’ hut, too, is made of corrugated iron, but at least

fades away, the plateau lies in utter darkness. In a few minutes,

the roof is wooden and insulates a little against the heat and the

the family will turn off its two light bulbs and go to sleep. But

cold. Apart from the living room and the parents’ room, there’s

first they’ll plug their phones into their charger, because even

one more room for the children. The four of them have to share

for the Maasai, a day without cell phones is unthinkable today.

two beds – the Saltabans haven’t got space for more. Perhaps
that might change, sometime in the future.

Bettina Rühl has been a freelance journalist since 1988. Her work focuses
on Africa, and she has lived in Nairobi, the capital city of Kenya, since 2011.

Faith sits on her bed by the light of the solar lamp every eve-

Her journalism has been awarded the Media Prize of the “Kindernothilfe,” a

ning, threading beads on strings to make typical Maasai jewelry.

German charity for children, the Development Policy Media Prize, and the

Hour by hour it grows in size in her hands as she works. She sells

Prize for Freedom and Future of the Press.
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Masterpieces | Erasmus Habermel

Revolution in space
T

hey arrived just in the nick of time. On May 24, 1543,

In 1600, Brahe and Kepler met at Rudolf’s court. Each was

Nicholas Copernicus received the last proofs of “On the

extremely interested in the knowledge and abilities of the other:

Revolutions of the Heavenly Bodies,” his six-volume work also

Brahe was fascinated by Kepler’s mathematical genius, Kepler

known simply as “De Revolutionibus.” He was on his death-

by Brahe’s observations and notes. Erasmus Habermel (c. 1538-

bed, but is reputed to have been able to hold his work in his

1606) was also at Rudolf’s court, having been appointed “Impe-

hands before he died. Copernicus had hesitated for years before

rial Astronomical and Geometrical Instrument Maker” in 1593.

publishing it and had ultimately decided that it should appear

Modern instruments, built by the finest precision engineers of

posthumously, so afraid was he of the consequences. For at its

the day, were a prerequisite for precise observations and the

heart were ideas that most of his contemporaries regarded as

reliability of the conclusions based on them. So Habermel now

deeply heretical. When Martin Luther heard of them in 1539,

worked according to the instructions of Brahe and Kepler. To

he expressed a horror that was shared by many other scholars:

this day he remains renowned for the precision and beauty of

“Several new astrologists wish to teach us that it is the Earth

his instruments, of which almost 150 are accounted for.

that moves and not the firmament or the heavens, the sun
or the moon … this idiot is trying to topple the whole art
of astronomy.”

One of Habermel’s works is the diopter universal instrument
with equatorial mount, pictured here. It is on a stand – also
an invention of Habermel’s – that includes a compass, a plumb

Over the ensuing decades, research in this field would be

line pendulum, and feet that can be adjusted in height. These

determined by the animosity between the adherents of a geo-

allow the center of the Earth to be pinpointed, which was the

centric worldview, who were bolstered by their religion, and

basic prerequisite for the hitherto unattained precision of the

those who claimed a heliocentric cosmos. The most important

instrument. Its creator has signed it proudly: “Pragae fecit Erasm

scientists of the era included two men who in age and personal-

Habermel” – made in Prague by Erasmus Habermel. It was made

ity were very different, and yet ultimately came closer through

between 1597 and 1600. The diopter universal instrument can

their work: the Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe (1546-1601),

be used as a sundial to measure time precisely, to determine

who for a long time upheld the geocentric worldview of Ptolemy,

the times of sunrise and sunset anywhere in the northern hemi-

and the brilliant mathematician Johannes Kepler (1571-1630),

sphere, as an astrolabe to observe the passage of the stars in

who was a believer in the Copernican system.

the sky, and as a geodetic instrument to determine the height
of buildings. Although it is perfectly fit for practical use, it was

Brahe had had to make his early measurements with inadequate instruments. Then in 1576 he entered the employ of King

actually created for a prince’s cabinet of artworks and to provide
theoretical explanations of the cosmos.

Frederick II of Denmark, for whom he drew up a large atlas of
the stars and planets that aimed to pinpoint their position with

Brahe died on October 24, 1601. Using the findings of both

the greatest precision. For this, Brahe had a splendid observa-

Copernicus and Brahe, Johannes Kepler was able to discover the

tory at his disposal and ordered instruments such as quadrants,

elliptical orbit of the planets around the sun, publishing his the-

sextants and armillary spheres to be built for him. But in 1596,

ory in 1609. This essentially provided the basis for the advent of

on the accession of Christian IV in Denmark, the power relation-

space travel in the 20th century. That, too, was a “revolution.”

ships changed at court. Brahe fled and was ultimately welcomed
with open arms by Emperor Rudolf II in Prague. The Emperor

Dr. Johann Kräftner is the director of the Princely Collections of the House

had not merely surrounded himself with an outstanding group

of Liechtenstein and from 2002 to 2011 was director of the LIECHTENSTEIN

of artists for his “new Athens,” as he called it, but was also

MUSEUM, Vienna. He is the author of numerous monographs on the history

gathering together the most progressive scientists.

and theory of architecture.
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Erasmus Habermel (c. 1538-1606), “Diopter universal instrument,” 1597/1600
© LIECHTENSTEIN. The Princely Collections, Vaduz–Vienna
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Literary choice | Daniel Kehlmann

“Measuring the World”
I

n the year 1800, Alexander von Humboldt and his expedition

That’s it, said Humboldt. Yes, but, asked Bonpland. Humboldt

to the Amazon sailed into the Rio Negro. The days before had

reached for the sextant.”

been particularly exhausting, for the burning heat and the river
were intolerant of men. During their sleepless nights, the oars-

Even the most adverse conditions could not erase Goethe’s

men had told each other whispered, confused tales of blood, war

“Wanderer’s nightsong” from Humboldt’s memory. And as a Ger-

and metamorphoses. Now it was the Prussian Baron’s turn to

man at the unexplored ends of the world, he would measure the

tell his gloomy, silent men a story. “He didn’t know any stories,

river channel more precisely than tables, apparatus or even the

said Humboldt ... And he didn’t like telling them. But he could

heavens ever could. Daniel Kehlmann’s clever satire “Measuring

recite the most beautiful poem in the German language, freely

the World” has become one of the bestselling novels in German

translated into Spanish. Here it was. Above all the mountaintops

literature since the original version was first published in 2005.

it was silent, there was no wind in the trees, even the birds were

But the book has substance far beyond its commercial success.

quiet, and soon death would come. Everyone looked at him.

This is less thanks to the inquiring minds of its two protagonists –
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the mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss from Göttingen and the

him. In “Measuring the World,” indirect speech is elevated, as

naturalist Alexander von Humboldt from Berlin, with their pio-

it were, into an artistic idiom that cleverly allows Kehlmann to

neering findings in geometry and natural sciences – than to the

evade explaining to us how people back then really spoke to

innovative capacity of their creator Daniel Kehlmann. Because

each other. And Daniel Kehlmann’s novel thereby fulfills Ezra

even though Gauss and Humboldt are personalities of historical

Pound’s definition of literary innovation in exemplary fashion:

importance, it is Kehlmann who affords them literary immortal-

“Make it new.”

ity by reinventing them as characters in his dual biography.
“Measuring the World” takes things that are known and
“Measuring the World” tells of two astonishing men who at

turns them into something new. It mixes experimentation and

the end of the 18th century dedicated themselves to the quanti-

tradition, fiction and non-fiction, national traits and cosmopoli-

tative analysis of the world, each after his own fashion. In their

tanism. And as if in passing, the work also deals with topics such

time they were regarded as the prime movers in their respective

as ageing, love and loneliness. In this way, this sparkling revital-

fields. Gauss created the foundations of statistics and regres-

ization of a seemingly dead genre does not just serve to further

sion analysis and investigated the magnetic field of the Earth.

its author, but also contemporary literature as a whole.

Humboldt, a naturalist, focused his empirical interests on the
world as a whole. He traveled through Latin and North America
and in his fieldwork he brought together the most varied of scientific disciplines. These two men – the one a couch potato, the
other a globetrotter – probably met just once, in old age, on the
margins of a conference in Berlin in 1828. It is this that Kehlmann takes as his starting point for a historical flight of fancy in
wide-screen format.
The commodities of literature are realities. “From a desire
to correct what is real according to his own notions, the writer
invents a second, private reality that differs from the first in
several aspects. Some are obvious, but many are well hidden,”
said Kehlmann on one occasion. This is why so many readers
are so mistrustful of the genre of the historical novel. “You read
it, and can’t rid yourself of the suspicion that what you’re read-

Daniel Kehlmann

ing isn’t true.” When Kehlmann wrote “Measuring the World,”

Daniel Kehlmann is the son of the actress Dagmar Mettler and the

he was aware of the pitfalls of the genre. In order to evade trivi-

director Michael Kehlmann. He was born in Munich in 1975 and grew

ality, he had to update the genre – and so he wrote a contempo-

up in Vienna. After finishing high school at the Kollegium Kalksburg

rary novel that is set in the past. He decided not to stress what

he took a degree in literary studies and philosophy in Vienna. He

our time has in common with the era of Weimar Classicism, but

published his first novel in 1997 while still at university: “Beerholms

instead what separates the two: what is astonishing, confusing,

Vorstellung” (“Beerholm’s performance”). Further works followed in

even unsettling. In order to do this he used a trick that was an

rapid succession. “Me and Kaminski” (2003) and “Measuring the

innovation in the genre of the historical novel, and which has

World” (2005) were especially well received by both readers and

since then found many imitators.

critics alike. Kehlmann also repeatedly engages with the act of writing
itself and is a brilliant essayist, as is proven by volumes such as “Lob:

Kehlmann has the brilliant Gauss and the dotty Humboldt

Über Literatur” (2010, “Praise: On literature”) and “Kommt, Geister”

express themselves only in indirect speech. The effect of this is

(2013, “Come, you spirits”). His most recent novel is “F” (2013).

superb in many a way. The indirect speech creates an intensely

Kehlmann lives today in Berlin.

laconic mood and is extremely humorous. But it also makes the
reader into an insider, because the shrewd paring down of their
otherwise expansive, historicizing diction encompasses an im-

Felicitas von Lovenberg is head of the literature section at the “Frankfurter All-

plicit trust that the reader understands their sparseness of speech

gemeine Zeitung” and hosts the TV program “lesenswert” (“worth reading”)

to be just that. This flatters the reader as much as it challenges

for SWR in Germany (Southwest Broadcasting Company).
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Carte Blanche | Brigitta Luisa Merki

Masterly

encounters
Recorded by: Lilo Weber
A flamenco dancer remains a flamenco dancer, and a

enjoyed it. That was an extraordinary experience for me. Our

ballerina remains a ballerina. Can they really come

company was accepted into the regular program, all of us, along

together to create something new? The choreographer

with our musicians. And our piece was presented on the same

Brigitta Luisa Merki is opening up flamenco to all kinds

evening as works by such famous choreographers as Mats Ek

of styles from across the realms of dance, music and art

and Martin Schläpfer. It was really inspiring to work in a theater

– and she’s offering bold answers.

with a classically trained company. Otherwise, I’m always on my
own with my dance company Flamencos en route, whose per-

That’s not what I’d expected: standing ovations every evening.

sonnel can vary from one production to the next.

And in no less a place than the house of the Deutsche Oper am
Rhein. The Düsseldorf audience loves its ballet company and the

I founded Flamencos en route in 1984. In the 2014/15

choreographies of its director, the Swiss Martin Schläpfer. But

season we celebrated our 30 th anniversary with four produc-

now we’d arrived with our company, Flamencos en route, and

tions. “Siesta” was an installation in the Aarau riding arena. In

we’d created a piece together, “adónde vas, Siguiriya?” Classical

“perlas peregrinas” I returned to some of my best earlier work.

dancers were dancing with flamenco dancers to flamenco music.

The production “haiku flamenco” is inspired by Japanese haikus.

The audiences had never seen anything like it before, but they

And then there was “adónde vas, Siguiriya?” in Düsseldorf.
I attended my first flamenco course in Zurich. It was held
by the internationally known Swiss flamenco dancer Susana

The Swiss choreographer Brigitta Luisa Merki is a master of staging

Audeoud, who gave open classes at the Opera House. Her hus-

unique encounters. In the monastery church of Königsfelden in Windisch

band Antonio Robledo accompanied her classes on the piano.

in the canton of Aargau, she has for several years brought together

I already liked to dance when I was a child. And I had a mother

flamenco, choral singing, contemporary music and the visual arts to

who was artistically gifted: all six of us children were able to

form “total works of art” under the brand “tanz&kunst königsfelden.”

learn an instrument. I would have liked to become an actress.

This is all rooted in her work with her own dance company in Baden,

But my parents thought I should first train for a “proper job.”

Flamencos en route, which for more than 30 years has been offering a

And so I became a primary school teacher. At the same time, I

fresh perspective on the art of flamenco. With this company, Merki is

kept in close touch with theater and dance. Nevertheless, it was

continually striking out on her own – exploring contemporary dance,

a long, winding road that I took to become a professional dancer.

contemporary music, Arab music, and, more recently, ballet. In the
autumn of 2015 she will be touring through Germany and Switzerland
with her work “haiku flamenco.”

It was back then in the Zurich Opera House that I got
hooked. Working with Susana, I had the feeling that flamenco
was something very close to me. I was fascinated by its emo-

www.flamencos-enroute.com

tionality. So I went to Spain to train as a professional flamenco
dancer – though I always stayed in touch with my first teacher.
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When I later founded my company, Susana became its
artistic director and her husband Antonio was in charge of the
music. Flamencos en route was a brave step to take. We started
with five women from five different countries. The aim was to
create an international ensemble, because its message was that
the nature of flamenco is something that gifted dancers can
pass on, even if they’re not from its land of origin. And gifted
dancers will also find their own forms of flamenco. This is something we’ve pursued right down to the present day. With our
musicians too. I’ve always had musicians with us who came from
different styles and cultures – we’ve had people from as far away
as Sweden and South America.
In flamenco, it’s the human element that’s at the core of it.
Even when you take just the simplest of steps, you have to stand
up and give something of yourself. You have to commit yourself.
Perhaps that’s what connected me to it. For a long time, we
practiced dance theater – we danced “Don Juan,” “Don Quijote”
and “La Celestina.” We played roles. But then I moved into a
quite different direction. I had discovered the dance potential
and the musicality of flamenco very early on, and now I wanted
to explore all that further. I left Spanish topics behind me and
created my own programs, letting myself be inspired by the
German poetry of a Hilde Domin or by the work of the Aargaubased poet Andreas Neeser.
I put out feelers and opened up my flamenco to other styles
of dance, of music and of art. Then I came back to flamenco
itself again. And in this way I was able to cast off the pathos and
the exaggerated passion that sometimes afflicts flamenco. It all
depends on the people I encounter. I have to acknowledge what
they’re able to bring with them, and how they are able to express
themselves. That is my big challenge as a choreographer. I always create my choreographies for the people who are to dance
them. I actually created my Düsseldorf piece for and about the
Brazilian ballet dancer Marlúcia do Amaral.
This is probably the key to the success of my productions at
“tanz&kunst königsfelden.” To combine dance, music and the
visual arts, Spanish and Arab music, contemporary dance and
flamenco – all this interests me as a form of communication, not
as an exercise in “fusion.” Düsseldorf was an extreme example,
because it brought a highly stylized classical dancer, Marlúcia
do Amaral, into contact with Ricardo Moro, who embodies the
purest flamenco – he’s a flamenco genius with lightning-quick
feet. It was a risk, but one that was more than worth it.

Opening up flamenco to the most varied styles of dance, music and art:
Brigitta Luisa Merki.
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